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    Tiny worm with enormous eyes may have a’secret language’

          If human eyes were this big, we’d carry around about 220 more pounds.
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          You can do more than you might think with your Steam games.
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      Save up to $1,200 when you pre-order Samsung’s Bespoke AI appliances

    
          Get free setup and haul away on cooking ranges, robot vacuums, microwaves, fridges, and more during Samsung's Bespoke pre-order sale.
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      Beyond 18-wheelers: How the EPA wants to clean up trucking around the US

    
          Delivery trucks, school buses, and other short-haul vehicles will electrify much faster than big rigs, easing air pollution in urban neighborhoods.
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    What a total solar eclipse looks like from space

          NASA shared an eerie view of the moon's shadow passing over Earth.
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    3D printers just got a big, eco-friendly upgrade (in the lab)

          Researchers developed a hack to automatically adjust printer parameters as needed to use algae, wood resins, and more.
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        Make it snow! Researchers explore sci-fi scenarios of human weather control

      

      
              From privatized weather to giant, cloud-seeding robots, 10 sci-fi scenarios are put to an (analytical) test.
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        Stellarator fusion reactor gets new life thanks to a creative magnet workaround

      

      
              Developed over 70 years ago, the stellarator has long been ignored in favor of options like tokamak reactors. It might be time for its 'quasiaxisymmetry' to shine.
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        How cryptographers finally cracked one of the Zodiac Killer’s hardest codes

      

      
              A new whitepaper offers a detailed look at how Z340 was decrypted after 51 years.
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              The autonomous bot could one day follow you around and clean your room.
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        Landfills bake the planet even more than we realized

      

      
              Aerial monitoring finds they emit methane at levels at least 40 percent higher than previously reported to the EPA.
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              Well, the notes start coming and they don't stop coming.
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        Online porn restrictions are leading to a VPN boom

      

      
              New internet laws requiring age verification for porn and social media may be contributing to a surge in VPN adoption, experts say.
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              Rat bones collected from centuries-old shipwrecks tell a story of ecological competition and swift victory.
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              Over one-third of gorillas, bonobos, and chimpanzees in Africa are in danger.
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